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**Everett LNG (ELF) Facility Overview**

**Everett LNG Facility (ELF) aka Distrigas**
- Exelon Corp acquired on October 1, 2019
- Constellation LNG responsible for long term sales to 3rd parties
- Exelon Generation responsible for short term sales to 3rd parties

**Natural gas in Liquid Form**
- -260 degrees F shrinks to 1/600th size of a Standard Cubic Foot
  - Similar to shrinking a beach ball to a ping pong ball
- 1 LNG vessel ~ 3 Bcf of gas
  - Enough for 30,000 homes for 1 year

**Everett’s LNG Solution**
- 3.4 BCF Storage, Shared Dock, Vaporization, Truck Loading
- Trucking Capacity: 100,000 Dth/day - 4 Truck Racks
Exelon LNG Facility (ELF)

- The facility opened in 1971 as a peak shaving facility to help meet New England’s natural gas demand
- ELF is the longest operating import terminal in the US, and the only continuously operating one
  - Storage capacity of 3.4 Bcf
- Vaporization capacity:
  - 715 million cubic feet/day – sustainable
  - 1 billion cubic feet/day – maximum installed
- Installed vaporization with redundancy is 1.04 Bcf/day
- Open 24 hours/day and 7 days/week
- The terminal has inherent short term flexibility in it’s connections to AGT, TGP and Boston Gas
  - 19.2 MMSCF/hr in to AGT
  - 20 MMSCF/hr in to TGP
  - 13.4 MMSCF/hr in to Boston Gas
- Gas can be sent where it’s needed the most!
Current Business

We are continuing to sign short and long term contracts for Winter and Summer Firm Peaking Gas:
- Winter firm vapor and/or liquid services
- Combination vapor/liquid services
- Summer LNG refill

Our customer mix:
- LDC’s to ensure reliable service for their customers for term supply
- Marketers willing to sign up for “firm” supply for term supply
- We will be in the short term market as supplies allow based on our firm commitments

Continuing our firm transportation quantity on TGP/AGT
- Actively managing capacity to meet customer needs

Continuing to serve the Mystic Power Plant
- Co-optimizing plant dispatch with gas sales
Disclaimer

The information contained herein has been obtained from sources which Exelon Generation Company, LLC (“Constellation”) believes to be reliable. Constellation does not represent or warrant as to its accuracy or completeness. All representations and estimates included herein constitute Constellation’s judgment as of the date of the presentation and may be subject to change without notice. This material has been prepared solely for informational purposes relating to our business as a physical energy provider. We are not providing advice regarding the value or advisability of trading in “commodity interests” as defined in the Commodity Exchange Act, 7 U.S.C. §§1-25, et seq., as amended (the “CEA”), including futures contracts, swaps or any other activity which would cause us or any of our affiliates to be considered a commodity trading advisor under the CEA. Constellation does not make and expressly disclaims, any express or implied guaranty, representation or warranty regarding any opinions or statements set forth herein. Constellation shall not be responsible for any reliance upon any information, opinions, or statements contained herein or for any omission or error of fact. All prices referenced herein are indicative and informational and do not connote the prices at which Constellation may be willing to transact, and the possible performance results of any product discussed herein are not necessarily indicative of future results. This material shall not be reproduced (in whole or in part) to any other person without the prior written approval of Constellation.
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